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metrically manipulate objective stimulus dimensions such as
size, motion, color, and spatial frequency. In contrast, cognitive studies typically examine mental operations that involve
multiple brain regions, lack spatial definition, and compute
abstract representations of stimuli with unknown dimensional
scales. Consequently, cognitive functional neuroimaging studies often yield unexpected findings, but the precise meaning of
those findings is resistant to precise characterization.
The present article reviews attempts to characterize the
mental operations mediated by left inferior prefrontal cortex,
especially the anterior and ventral (inferior) portion of the
gyrus. This area was somewhat unexpectedly identified as
being involved in the analysis of word meaning (semantics).
Since then, it has also been implicated in many aspects of
language and memory.
Left Prefrontal Cortex: Semantic Activations. Petersen et al.
(5) provided the first functional neuroimaging evidence implicating left prefrontal regions in the semantic analysis of
words. In a positron emission tomography (PET) study, they
compared activation when participants generated a verb (e.g.,
‘‘eat’’) to a presented noun (e.g., ‘‘cake’’) or merely read the
noun. The two conditions involved similar visual input and
motor output but differed in the greater semantic analysis
required to generate a verb than to read a presented noun.
Generation relative to reading resulted in three main activations in the left inferior frontal gyrus, the cingulate, and the
right cerebellum. The cerebellar activation occurred in a
location different than that associated with simply reading a
word, so these findings supported the view that the cerebellum
plays a role in cognition beyond that of the motor control
involved in articulation.
Subsequent PET and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have found similar left prefrontal activations associated with semantic relative to nonsemantic analysis
of words. For example, one fMRI study found greater left
prefrontal activations when participants made semantic judgments about whether words referred to concrete (‘‘table’’) or
abstract (‘‘truth’’) entities than when they made nonsemantic
judgments about whether words appeared in uppercase letters
(‘‘CHAIR’’) or lowercase letters (‘‘love’’) (6). The perceptual
input (visual words), output (two-choice response), and stimuli
(words) were constant across the two encoding conditions, so
the left prefrontal activation reflected only the difference
between the semantic and nonsemantic requirements of the
two conditions. Similarly, a PET study found greater left
prefrontal activations when participants decided whether
words referred to living or nonliving entities than when the
words contained a particular letter (7). The fact that activations occurred in the same left prefrontal region for verb
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ABSTRACT
This article reviews attempts to characterize
the mental operations mediated by left inferior prefrontal
cortex, especially the anterior and inferior portion of the
gyrus, with the functional neuroimaging techniques of
positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging. Activations in this region occur during
semantic, relative to nonsemantic, tasks for the generation of
words to semantic cues or the classification of words or
pictures into semantic categories. This activation appears in
the right prefrontal cortex of people known to be atypically
right-hemisphere dominant for language. In this region, activations are associated with meaningful encoding that leads
to superior explicit memory for stimuli and deactivations with
implicit semantic memory (repetition priming) for words and
pictures. New findings are reported showing that patients with
global amnesia show deactivations in the same region associated with repetition priming, that activation in this region
ref lects selection of a response from among numerous relative
to few alternatives, and that activations in a portion of this
region are associated specifically with semantic relative to
phonological processing. It is hypothesized that activations in
left inferior prefrontal cortex ref lect a domain-specific semantic working memory capacity that is invoked more for
semantic than nonsemantic analyses regardless of stimulus
modality, more for initial than for repeated semantic analysis
of a word or picture, more when a response must be selected
from among many than few legitimate alternatives, and that
yields superior later explicit memory for experiences.
Mapping the cortical geography of human cognition with
functional neuroimaging techniques, such as PET or fMRI is
an exciting but perilous endeavor. It is exciting because these
techniques permit a systematic exploration of the functional
neural architecture of such valued cognitive abilities as language and memory. Heretofore, this exploration occurred
unsystematically through the analysis of the consequences of
accidental lesions upon language and memory that resulted in
aphasia or amnesia, respectively. Although lesion evidence still
provides important constraints upon the interpretation of
functional imaging studies (1), the opportunity to programmatically study the healthy human brain promises a new
breadth and depth in our understanding of the neural basis of
language and memory.
This venture is perilous, however, because the brain mapping of human cognition has few facts to guide the formation
of hypotheses or the interpretation of activations. This paucity
of knowledge may be compared with the elegant functional
mapping of the initial stages of human vision (2–4). These
studies exploit anatomical knowledge of the visual system to
focus on occipital cortex, take advantage of relatively well
understood spatial principles of retinotopy, and often para-
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generation and for two-choice judgments involving mostly
nouns indicates that the activations reflect the semantic requirements common across these diverse tasks rather than
generation of verbs per se. Thus, left prefrontal activation
occurs in a range of semantic tasks.
One limitation of these studies is that left prefrontal activation occurred in conditions that were always more difficult
than the comparison condition, where difficulty is operationalized as response time to a stimulus. It takes substantially
longer to generate a verb to a presented noun than to read the
noun, to decide whether a word is abstract or concrete in
meaning than whether it is uppercase or lowercase in appearance (6), or to decide whether a word is living or nonliving in
meaning than whether it contains a particular letter (7). Thus,
semantic analysis and question difficulty were correlated (i.e.,
confounded) in all three studies making it impossible to
determine whether the left prefrontal activation reflected
semantic analysis per se or simply extended processing of
words.
In an attempt to disambiguate these two potential bases of
left prefrontal activations, one fMRI study (8) added a third
condition with minimal semantic processing but even more
extended processing than the semantic task. Thus, as before,
activation was compared between a difficult semantic task
(abstractyconcrete classifications) and an easy nonsemantic
task (uppercaseylowercase classifications). In a second scan,
activation was compared between the same semantic task and
a nonsemantic task in which participants had to decide whether
the first and last letters of a word were ascending (‘‘car’’) or
descending (‘‘table’’) alphabetically. Critically, the nonsemantic ascendingydescending task was more difficult (as measured
by time to respond) than the semantic abstractyconcrete task.
Left prefrontal activations, however, were almost identical in
the two scans with greater activation for the semantic task than
the less difficult (case) and more difficult (alphabetic) tasks.
Another fMRI study compared two tasks that were matched
in difficulty (response time): judging whether pairs of words
were related in meaning or whether rows of asterisks had the
same or different colors. Again, there was left prefrontal
activation for the semantic task relative to the nonsemantic
color task (9). Thus, left prefrontal activation reflects semantic
processing rather than task difficulty. More precisely, left
prefrontal activation may be correlated with the specific
semantic difficulty of a task.
In all of the above studies, left prefrontal activations occurred for conditions in which participants made intentional or
overt semantic analyses. Other studies have compared conditions in which no semantic analysis was required but where the
stimuli in different conditions had greater or lesser (usually no)
semantic content. In one such study, participants simply
viewed words (that had meaning) or visually similar but
meaningless stimuli such as pronounceable nonwords, unpronounceable letter strings, or false-font strings (10). In the
absence of any semantic task, greater activation for the meaningful stimuli could only be due to incidental or covert analyses
of meaning. Indeed, only the words yielded activation relative
to a fixation baseline, and this activation was almost identical
in location to that observed for the intentional generation of
verbs. Similar findings are noted for silent viewing of words
versus false-font strings, with the added finding that the
duration of stimulus presentation can influence the magnitude
of the left prefrontal response (for reasons not yet understood)
(11).
In the passive viewing conditions of the above two studies,
participants may have been performing some sort of voluntary
semantic task when the stimuli allowed. This possibility was
eliminated in another PET study in which participants had to
detect letter features, specifically if a letter string contained a
letter with an ascending feature (e.g., ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘d’’ but not ‘‘a’’
or ‘‘g’’) (12). There was left prefrontal activation for feature
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detection in words relative to false fonts, to unpronounceable
consonant strings, and to pronounceable nonwords. The activations relative to false fonts and consonant strings occurred
in the left inferior frontal gyrus, the locus of the semantic
activations described above. The activation relative to pronounceable nonwords occurred in the left middle frontal
gyrus. It is unclear at present whether these anatomic distinctions reflect truly separate processes, measurement variability,
or both.
All of the above studies employed visual presentation of
verbal stimuli. The same left prefrontal and right cerebellar
areas, however, are activated when participants generate verbs
to visual or auditory nouns (5) or make semantic judgments for
words or line drawings (13). Thus, the left prefrontal activations seem to reflect psychological processes that are involved
in semantic analyses across many tasks, that operate across
verbal, pictorial, visual, and auditory modalities, and that are
engaged both intentionally and incidentally.
Left Prefrontal Cortex: Relations to Episodic Memory and
Language. Tulving (14) noted that conditions yielding greater
left prefrontal activations are often the same conditions that
yield superior memory for words and other stimuli. It is well
known that later memory for words is superior when encoded
at study for meaning (semantic or deep encoding) than for
appearance (perceptual or shallow encoding) (15). Indeed, the
semantic encoding conditions that provoked left prefrontal
activation also yielded superior later memory for words (6–8).
Memory for words is also superior when participants generate
words relative to when they merely read words (16), and this
principle applies specifically to generating verbs versus reading
nouns (14). Thus, the left prefrontal activations seem to reflect
processes that are important for enhancing memory for materials encountered in particular episodes.
The fundamental linguistic nature of these left prefrontal
processes is made evident in a study of epileptic patients in
whom the lateralization of language dominance had been
established definitively through invasive Wada evaluation (17).
Seven such patients performed semantic (abstractyconcrete)
and nonsemantic (uppercaseylowercase) tasks. The four patients who were left-hemisphere dominant for language displayed the usual left prefrontal activation for the semantic
relative to the nonsemantic task. The three patients who were
right-hemisphere dominant for language, however, displayed
right prefrontal activations. Thus, the lateralization of activation was in accord with that for language dominance in each
of the seven patients.
These results are of interest for several reasons. First, they
demonstrate the intimate relation between semantics and
language. Second, they validate the accuracy of fMRI activation on an individual-by-individual basis, at least for such a
major feature of brain organization as the laterality of language dominance. Wada testing remains the gold standard for
establishing the laterality of language dominance, but it has a
number of drawbacks. Because Wada testing is invasive, it can
be associated with morbidity. It is often unpleasant and
sometimes distressing for patients, which can result in some
ambiguity in determining the basis of language performance
deficits. It is expensive. With further development, fMRI may
replace Wada testing as a less dangerous, more pleasant, and
less expensive method that cannot only determine which
hemisphere is dominant for language but also which part of the
hemisphere is critical for language. Further, whereas Wada
testing is only justified in cases of potential surgery, fMRI can
be used to examine the role of hemispheric dominance in many
disorders of language such as dyslexia or stuttering. In regard
to psychological issues, these results suggest that the importance of left prefrontal processes in episodic memory may
reside in the power of language to encode memories meaningfully.
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Left Prefrontal Cortex: Relations to Implicit Memory. The
above discussion of left prefrontal cortex and memory refers
specifically to declarative (18) or explicit (19) memory for
experience measured by direct tests of recall and recognition.
Declarative or explicit memory depends upon the integrity of
medial–temporal and diencephalic structures that when damaged bilaterally result in global amnesia, a specific, severe, and
pervasive deficit in explicit memory for facts and events
encountered after the onset of the amnesia.
In contrast, implicit memory is measured by experienceinduced changes in performance on indirect tests that make no
reference to that experience. A well studied kind of implicit
memory is repetition priming. In a typical repetition priming
study, participants are exposed to words or pictures in a study
phase. They then perform a test-phase task with the same or
related stimuli as well as baseline (novel) stimuli. Repetition
priming refers to the difference in performance, measured in
speed or accuracy, with studied and baseline stimuli; that
difference reflects implicit memory acquired in the study
phase. Quite strikingly, amnesic patients show normal implicit
memory on many repetition priming tasks (reviewed in ref. 1).
Thus, repetition priming is mediated by different memory
systems, which are intact in amnesia, than those that support
declarative memory, which are injured in amnesia.
A fundamental distinction in repetition priming is that
between perceptual priming, which reflects stimulus form, and
semantic or conceptual priming, which reflects stimulus meaning (20, 21). Lesion studies indicate that visual perceptual
priming depends on occipital cortices (22–24). Concordant
PET studies have reported occipital deactivations associated
with visual priming (25–27) such that there was a decrease in
activation for studied (primed) items relative to baseline items.
The interpretation of the deactivations is that prior study leads
to more efficient processing of primed relative to baseline
items. This greater efficiency is associated with decreased
neural computational demands and, therefore, decreased activation.
To examine the neural basis of semantic repetition priming,
we asked participants to make abstractyconcrete judgments for
words (6). In alternate blocks, words appeared for the first
(initial) or second (repeated) time. Behaviorally, participants
showed repetition priming by making judgments more quickly
for repeated than for initial word presentations. The priming
was word-specific because response times slowed to baseline
levels whenever new words were initially shown. The repetition
priming was accompanied by decreased activity in left prefrontal cortex for repeated relative to initial word presentations. Thus, as with visual priming in occipital cortex, semantic
priming in frontal cortex was associated with a facilitation in
processing and a reduction in activation. A similar pattern of
faster responding and reduced left prefrontal activation was
found also for repeated verb generations (28).
Because the same participants took part in the two experiments that examined semantic versus nonsemantic analysis of
words and semantic repetition priming, we were able to
examine on a person-by-person basis whether the same brain
region that showed activation for semantic encoding also
showed reduced activation for semantic priming. Indeed, there
was a positive 0.70 correlation between pixels that showed
increased activation for semantic analysis and decreased activation for semantic priming (6). These results show that
repetition priming in a given domain, in this case semantics,
reflects experience-induced plasticity in the same neural network that subserves encoding or initial processing in that
domain. Further, this learning mechanism seems to be as
broadly tuned as is semantic analysis because semantic priming
for different questions (abstractyconcrete and livingy
nonliving) and for different modalities (words and pictures)
results in a similar locus of reduced left prefrontal activation
(29). Thus, semantic experience may constantly update or
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educate the organization of semantic knowledge to reflect
what ideas and meanings are more frequently or more rarely
encountered. Frequently encountered meanings may come to
be represented more strongly than rarely encountered meanings because they represent more useful semantic knowledge.
Semantic priming may reflect the plastic processes by which
long-term semantic knowledge is pruned constantly to accurately reflect ongoing experience.
An alternative to this view of repetition priming as purposive
plasticity is that it simply reflects habituation to a repeated
stimulus. According to habituation, it is not the repeated
semantic analysis of a word that results in reduced activation
but merely the repeated presentation of a stimulus regardless
of what analysis is undertaken. To select between these
alternative interpretations, participants were shown alternate
blocks of new and repeated words while constantly performing
a nonsemantic task of judging whether words appeared in
uppercase or lowercase (8). There was no change in left
prefrontal activation between new and repeated words. Thus,
the reduction for repeated words occurred due to repeated
semantic analysis rather than mere habituation.
It is difficult to be certain that the left-frontal deactivation
associated with semantic priming reflects implicit rather than
explicit memory for the initial presentation of words. Three
facts, however, favor the implicit nature of the left prefrontal
deactivation. First, explicit memory retrieval is typically associated with right-frontal activation rather than left-frontal
deactivation (14). Second, amnesic patients show intact verb
generation priming despite impaired memory for the nouns for
which they are generating verbs (30), and verb generation
priming is associated with left-frontal deactivation (28). Third,
amnesic patients with impaired explicit, but intact implicit,
memory abilities also show a left prefrontal deactivation for
repeated words when making abstractyconcrete judgments
(Fig. 1).
A remaining question is whether the reduction in left
prefrontal activation reflects neural plasticity at that location,
in another location, or both. Repetition priming is almost
invariably manifested by faster processing for repeated than
novel (baseline) items. Shorter processing epochs could result
in reduced activations for the entire neural network involved
in performing a priming task. Thus, plasticity underlying
priming could occur locally in one component of the network
but drive reduced processing times and activations globally
throughout that network, including areas where no plasticity
occurred during initial processing of a stimulus. This issue of
interpretation may be called the problem of proximal plasticity; does a memory-related change in activation reflect proximal or distal neuronal plasticity in an adaptive network?
Left Prefrontal Cortex: Selection in Semantic Search. A
surprising finding in the original observation of left prefrontal
activation for semantic analysis was a similar activation in the
right cerebellum (5). Further, when people repeatedly generated verbs to nouns, both left-frontal and right-cerebellar
activations decreased (28). Thus, left-frontal and rightcerebellar activations increased or decreased in tandem across
conditions. The idea that left-prefrontal and right-cerebellar
regions are components of an interactive network is consistent
with clinical reports of cerebellar hypometabolism occurring
after contralateral frontal lobe lesions (i.e., crossed cerebellar
diaschisis) (31–33) and frontal hypometabolism subsequent to
cerebellar damage (34). Accordingly, cerebellar damaged patients often exhibit signs of frontal lobe damage, as measured
by tests of initiationyperseveration and verbal fluency (35),
planning (36, 37), agrammatism (38), and associative learning
(39–41). These functional and clinical interactions between
frontal and cerebellar regions occur via anatomical pathways
that connect the cerebellum with prefrontal cortex (42).
Although functional activations in frontal cortex are correlated with those of the contralateral cerebellum, it seems
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FIG. 1. Coronal view of prefrontal cortex in three amnesic patients with two different etiologies of amnesia. The slices, from left to right, are
39, 35, and 42 mm anterior to the anterior commissure. Individual activations are overlaid on T1-weighted anatomic sections. Each patient shows
greater activation in the left inferior prefrontal cortex (corresponding to Brodmann area 47) for the initial relative to the repeated semantic
processing of words. The individual activations correspond to the anterior extent of regions that show semantic activation in Fig. 3. The right side
of the brain is depicted on the right side of Figs. 1–3.

unlikely that these two anatomically disparate brain regions
are performing the identical computations. We performed a
study aimed at dissociating left-frontal and right-cerebellar
activations to elucidate the distinctive functions of the two
regions. We hypothesized that left-frontal activation reflects
how much knowledge is retrieved in task performance, including selection of the appropriate information, whereas rightcerebellar activation reflects the sustained search for this
knowledge. We therefore compared activations when participants completed three-letter word stems that had either many
possible completions (e.g., ‘‘sta’’) or few possible completions
(e.g., ‘‘psa’’) into the first word that came to mind. When
participants complete stems with many possible answers (e.g.,
‘‘stall,’’ ‘‘star,’’ ‘‘stamp,’’ ‘‘stallion,’’ ‘‘stand,’’ ‘‘stalk,’’ ‘‘staff,’’
‘‘stampede,’’ ‘‘start,’’ ‘‘state’’), they may retrieve many words
before selecting one response. When participants complete
stems with few possible answers, the problem they face is less
one of selection and more one of sustaining a search until they
find a legitimate response. Indeed, participants completed
stems with many completions 16% more often and 84 ms more
quickly than stems with few completions.
The differential demands of the two kinds of stem completion yielded a double dissociation between left-frontal and
right-cerebellar regions that in prior studies have shown associated activations. Left-frontal regions were more active when
subjects completed stems with many than with few possible
completions, whereas right-cerebellar regions were more active when subjects completed stems with few than with many
completions. (Fig. 2). These results do not challenge the many
prior findings indicating that left-frontal and right-cerebellar
regions regularly interact in verbal performance but rather
indicate that these two regions make distinctive contributions
to that interaction and provide some clues about the nature of
those unique contributions. Specifically, the present study
indicates that left-frontal activations reflect selection of a
verbal response, whereas cerebellar activations reflect sustained search for a verbal response.
The interpretation that left-frontal activations reflect response selection is based on the assumption that completing a
stem with many responses that come easily to mind requires a
selection of the one response to be reported. If many responses

come easily to mind, however, it is also the case that more
semantic knowledge associated with those responses may be
invoked than in conditions where few responses are considered. In most verbal tasks, amount and selection are correlated, with more selection required as more knowledge is
retrieved. In the present study, stems with many completions
may have accessed many words and required selection of one
completion. Verb generation requires more semantic information than noun reading because more information is required to generate an appropriate verb than to read a presented noun. Verb generation also involves more selection
than noun reading because there are always more alternative
verbs to select among (‘‘eat,’’ ‘‘slice,’’ ‘‘bake’’) than the one
presented noun (‘‘cake’’) (5). Thus, a common principle seems
to emerge across different tasks that invoke different leftfrontal activations: greater left-frontal activation occurs for
the task that involves more knowledge and more selection of
an appropriate response from that knowledge. At present, it is
unknown whether amount and selection of information are
inevitably intertwined or whether those two processing dimensions can be dissociated.
The specific location of left-frontal activation for stems with
many than with few completions was in the left middle frontal
gyrus rather than the inferior frontal gyrus that was activated
in semantic tasks of verb generation or word classification. It
may be that the left middle frontal gyrus is especially involved
in lexical rather than semantic retrieval processes because
participants had to retrieve a word on the basis of a three-letter
stem rather than a semantic cue. A left middle frontal locus of
activation was also noted when participants detected letter
features in words relative to pronounceable nonwords (12).
The stem-completion and letter-detection tasks may both
require the selection of salient information and the suppression of irrelevant information about other completions or the
meaning of the letter string.
Left Prefrontal Cortex: Distinguishing Semantic and Phonological Processes. When reading visually presented words,
people are thought to engage multiple processes, including
orthographic processes involved in visual analysis of letter and
words forms, phonological processes involved in phonemic
analysis of words, and semantic processes involved in concep-
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FIG. 2. Averaged fMRI activation over six subjects depicted on averaged T1-weighted oblique axial sections (obtained at a 25-degree angle from
the AC-PC line). (Left to Right) The sections depict increasingly superior planes that are 6 mm thick and separated by a 1-mm gap. Regions depicted
in red–yellow represent areas that exhibited increased activation when subjects completed stems that had many, relative to few, completions (MANY
condition), whereas regions in blue–light blue represent areas that exhibited increases during completion of stems with few, relative to many,
completions (FEW condition). Major areas of increased activation during the MANY condition include the left middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann
area 9/10, C and D), the right middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann area 10, A and B), the left cingulate gyrus (Brodmann areas 24y32, A), the left
caudate nucleus (A), the left postcentral gyrus (Brodmann area 43, D), and the left anterior quandragular lobule of the cerebellum (C). Regions
of increased activation during the FEW condition include several portions of the cerebellar vermis (Larsell’s lobules VI, VII, and VIII; A, C, and
D), right cerebellar hemisphere (HVI and superior HVIIA, B and C), the right inferior frontal gyrus (Brodmann area 47, not depicted in figure),
along the midline in the superior frontal gyrus (Brodmann area 8, D), and bilaterally in the fusiform gyrus (Brodmann area 37y19 and right
Brodmann area 37, B–D).

tual analysis of words. There is little, if any, evidence that
orthographic processes activate left prefrontal cortex (e.g., the
absence of such activation for nonword letter strings versus
fixation) (10). There is, however, considerable evidence that
phonological tasks provoke left prefrontal activation. Thus,
there is activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus for phonological relative to orthographic discrimination tasks for
visually and auditorily presented words (43), phonetic relative
to pitch judgments for auditorily presented syllables (44), and
phonetic monitoring of nonwords relative to pitch monitoring
for tones (45). There is enough separation among some of
these activations that they may reveal several distinct subregions of left prefrontal processing of phonological information. The maxima of all of these activations, however, occur
more posteriorly, near Broca’s area, in left inferior frontal
cortex than those obtained in semantic tasks. Such anatomic
distinctions support the possibility of separate specialization
for phonological and semantic analysis of words within the left
prefrontal region.
Other functional neuroimaging studies, however, provide
different views of the organization of left prefrontal language
functions. A PET study found selective left prefrontal activations for semantic relative to phonetic tasks but not for
phonetic relative to semantic tasks (45). These findings suggest
that phonological processes are always engaged as a component of semantic processes but that separable semantic processes need not be engaged for phonological tasks. This view
is concordant with the above studies in so far as indicating an
anatomic separation between phonological and semantic processes.
Such anatomic separation in the left prefrontal areas was not
found in two studies that compared semantic and phonological
generation tasks. An fMRI study that compared silent generation of category exemplars and silent generation of rhymes
found greater bilateral frontal activation for the semantic than
for the phonological task (46). The same frontal regions
showed some activation for the phonological task, but there
was no evidence for any frontal area specialized for phonological processing. In direct contrast, a PET study reported left

prefrontal activations for semantic (generation of synonyms)
and phonological (generation of a rhymes) tasks relative to
reading words but no difference in that region between the
semantic and phonological tasks (47). This study indicated that
the same left prefrontal areas are involved in phonologically
and semantically guided word retrieval. If semantic processes
are engaged incidentally for meaningful words, however, it is
possible that the rhyme generation tasks, in which auditory
words were presented as cues, engaged both phonological and
semantic processes.
One strategy for distinguishing between phonological and
semantic processes is to use pronounceable nonwords that
have phonological status (they can be read aloud) but no
semantic status (they lack meaning). An fMRI study compared
nonword rhyme judgments and semantic category judgments
to a baseline of line orientation judgments and found left
prefrontal activations for both the phonological and semantic
tasks but no difference between those tasks in that region (48).
Although pronounceable nonwords seem to offer an ideal
method for separating phonological and semantic processes,
there are aspects of performance with nonwords that may
complicate the interpretation of activations. For example,
when deciding how to pronounce a nonword, participants may
use knowledge of similar real words (e.g., ref. 49). To the extent
that such knowledge was used with nonwords, the difference
in mental operations involved in rhyme and semantic judgments would be minimized.
The results reviewed above have points of convergence and
divergence. The major convergent point is that all studies
involving semantic judgments yielded left prefrontal activations. The major divergent point concerns whether semantic
and phonological activations are separable or not separable
within left prefrontal cortex. Further knowledge of what
psychological processes are engaged in rhyme and nonword
tasks may be important for resolving the apparent disagreements among these studies.
We have performed an fMRI study aimed at asking whether
there is any left prefrontal region that is associated specifically
with semantic relative to phonological processes. Four scans
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comprised the following direct comparisons: semantic (abstractyconcrete) versus perceptual (uppercaseylowercase)
judgments for words, phonological (deciding whether a word
had two syllables or not) versus perceptual judgments for
words, semantic versus phonological judgments for words, and
phonological versus perceptual judgments for pronounceable
nonwords. Behaviorally, participants made the case judgments
most quickly (about 500 ms), the semantic and phonological
judgments more slowly but quite similarly (about 830 ms), and
the phonological judgments for nonwords most slowly (about
900 ms). These results illustrate that the semantic status of real
words influenced phonological judgments. Interestingly, the
semantic status of real words also had a small influence upon
the perceptual judgments, with participants being 30 ms faster
to make case judgments for nonwords than for words. It may
be that although meaning was irrelevant to the case task,
participants automatically diverted some of their attention to
the meaning present in real words. These results are consistent
with literature that reveals many interactions between semantic, phonological, and perceptual processes in word analyses
(e.g., ref. 50). The complexity of these interactions may be the
reason that a simple story has not emerged about the relation
between semantic and phonological activations in left prefrontal cortex.
The results of the present study, however, were consistent in
finding a region of the left inferior gyrus that was activated
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specifically by semantic analysis (Fig. 3). This was evident in
the direct comparison of semantic versus phonological analysis
of words. The same region was not activated in the phonological versus perceptual analysis of either words or nonwords.
The phonological versus perceptual analysis of nonwords did
activate a more posterior left prefrontal region. Because the
individual scans employed common tasks, corroborative within-participant comparisons could also be made across scans.
Thus, comparison of the semanticyperceptual and phonologicalyperceptual scans permitted a second, independent measure of the difference between semantic and phonological
activations for words. In accord with the direct comparison, a
region of the left inferior frontal gyrus was more activated for
semantic than for phonological analysis of words (Fig. 3).
Because the nonword syllable task required the longest time
for response and yielded greater activation than the word
syllable task, we also compared the semanticyperceptual scan
with the phonologicalyperceptual scan with nonwords. Although the phonological demands of the syllable task with
nonwords were considerable, there was still greater activation
for the semantic task in the left inferior gyrus (but greater
activation for the nonword phonological task in more dorsal
prefrontal regions) (Fig. 3). These results support the conclusion that there are separable loci of semantic and phonological
processing in left prefrontal cortex but do not explain why
some studies failed to find such differentiation (47, 48).

FIG. 3. Averaged fMRI activation in the prefrontal cortex over eight subjects for three coronal slice locations (20, 28, and 35 mm anterior to
the anterior commissure). (Top) Areas that were more active for semantic processing (abstractyconcrete judgment) than for phonological processing
(syllable judgment). (Middle) Regions that were more active for phonological processing than for perceptual processing (letter case judgment).
(Bottom) Areas that were activated for semantic processing of words compared with phonological processing of pronounceable nonwords. Left
inferior frontal cortex (Brodmann areas 45 and 47) is located just above and below the left end of the horizontal line. Activation in left inferior
cortex is prominent when semantic judgments are made (Top and Bottom) but not when phonological judgments are made (Middle).
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Left Prefrontal Cortex: What Does It Do? This article has
focused on functional neuroimaging analyses of psychological
processing in one brain region, the left prefrontal cortex. It has
not reviewed a wealth of related evidence about language
(semantic, phonological, and orthographic) or memory processes in other brain regions, except for a brief consideration
of right cerebellar activation. We have chosen this somewhat
atypical approach because it emphasizes a goal of the functional neuroimaging of cognition that is not often emphasized,
namely the attempt to define the large-scale functional units of
cognition. Studies often report multiple activations associated
with particular tasks (or more precisely task comparisons) and
then interpret the significance of each activation in terms of
what process may plausibly be mediated by that brain region.
In principle, that same process and brain region ought to be
invoked by a broad range of tasks that require the same sort
of mental operation.
We have proposed that the left prefrontal activations of the
kind reviewed above signify a domain-specific process of
semantic working memory (6, 8, 29). This proposal builds upon
the idea from Goldman-Rakic (51) that prefrontal cortex
mediates domain-specific working memory representations
that guide mental action in the absence of external, perceptual
cues. Domain-specific working memory activations have been
reported in right prefrontal cortex for spatial working memory
tasks (52) and in posterior left prefrontal cortex for phonological working memory tasks (53). Similarly, it may be hypothesized that left inferior prefrontal cortex is activated to the
extent that semantic information must be held temporarily in
working memory (in mind) to answer a particular semantic
question.
Thus, more semantic information must be held in mind to
generate a verb than to read a noun or to answer a question
about the meaning of a word (abstractyconcrete or livingy
nonliving) than about the sound of a word (rhyme or syllable
judgments) or the appearance of a word (uppercasey
lowercase). More semantic information (or the same semantic
information but for a shorter time) must be held in mind to
make an initial than a repeated semantic judgment about a
word or picture. More semantic (or lexical) information must
be held in mind when a person must select one of many
appropriate answers than when one must search carefully for
even one appropriate answer. In all of these conditions, left
prefrontal activation occurs in conditions that require a
greater amount, a longer duration, or more selection of
semantic knowledge held in working memory. Further, the
more people think about the meaning of a word, or other
stimuli, the better they later remember that stimulus (superior
episodic encoding). Thus, the semantic working hypothesis can
account for most relevant findings in a unified fashion.
In psychological research on cognition, it is common for
different researchers to focus on language, on working memory, on episodic memory, or on implicit memory. The brain
and mind, however, need not be organized in the same way that
researchers divide cognitive domains. Indeed, one promise of
functional neuroimaging is to reveal the natural organization
of the brain and mind. Although there is a great deal yet to be
understood about the mental operations mediated by the left
prefrontal cortex, including how many distinct but adjacent
operations occur in that region, it seems already that those
operations may be the same whether they are considered in the
context of language, working memory, episodic memory, or
implicit memory. The left prefrontal cortex thus serves as a
crossroads between meaning in language and memory.
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